Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Underline the fronted adverbial
in this sentence and add in the
appropriate punctuation.

a

In the kitchen Dad prepared some
delicious, homemade pancakes.

Look at the pairs of words within
the brackets. Circle the correct word
to fit the sentence:

1

b

Circle a determiner in this sentence.

c

Carys held eight marbles in her hand.

In the morning, Neil always enjoys a
bowl of (cereal/ serial) and a glass of
orange juice.
The tour guide (lead/led) the excited
tourists into the museum.

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled d
up a Y5 spelling word. Can you help
him to unjumble it? (CLUE: It’s part of
your body!)
CHMATOS


Can you think of a word spelt with
a silent letter to match the definition:
A baby sheep 

e

Underline the subordinate clause in
this sentence:

f

The chimera was feared by many Greek
people as it was a ferocious beast.

Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Underline the fronted adverbial
in this sentence and add in the
appropriate punctuation.

a

In the kitchen, Dad prepared some
delicious, homemade pancakes.

Look at the pairs of words within
the brackets. Circle the correct word
to fit the sentence:

1

b

Circle a determiner in this sentence.

c

Carys held eight marbles in her hand.

In the morning, Neil always enjoys a
bowl of (cereal/ serial) and a glass of
orange juice.

Circle either eight or her (‘her’ is
used as a possessive determiner
in this sentence).

The tour guide (lead/led) the excited
tourists into the museum.

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled d
up a Y5 spelling word. Can you help
him to unjumble it? (CLUE: It’s part of
your body!)
CHMATOS
STOMACH

Can you think of a word spelt with
a silent letter to match the definition:
A baby sheep lamb

e

Underline the subordinate clause in
this sentence:

f

The chimera was feared by many Greek
people as it was a ferocious beast.

Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Add a fronted adverbial to this
sentence and the appropriate
punctuation.

a


Dad prepared some delicious,
home-made pancakes.

Mr Whoops has accidentally d
jumbled up two Y5 spelling words.
Can you help him to unjumble them?
(CLUE: They are both body parts!)
CHMATOS



REHSUOLD

Look at the choices of words within
the brackets. Circle the correct word
to fit the sentence:

1

b

The head teacher had invited a mystery
(guessed/ guest) to today’s assembly.

Add a determiner to this sentence.

c

Carys held 
marbles in her hand.

Because of his unruly behaviour, Jeremy
was not (aloud/ allowed) out of the
house today.

Can you think of a word spelt with
a silent letter to match the definition:

e

A baby sheep

To question whether something is correct


Underline the subordinate clause in
this sentence:

f

As it was a ferocious beast, the chimera
was feared by many Greek people.

Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Add a fronted adverbial to this
sentence and the appropriate
punctuation.

a

Dad prepared some delicious,
home-made pancakes.
Accept any fronted adverbial phrase,
which shows time, place or manner,
followed by a comma, e.g. In the
kitchen, Dad prepared some delicious,
home-made pancakes.

Look at the choices of words within
the brackets. Circle the correct word
to fit the sentence:

CHMATOS

REHSUOLD

STOMACH SHOULDER

b

The head teacher had invited a mystery
(guessed/ guest) to today’s assembly.
Because of his unruly behaviour, Jeremy
was not (aloud/ allowed) out of the
house today.

Can you think of a word spelt with
a silent letter to match the definition:
Mr Whoops has accidentally d
jumbled up two Y5 spelling words.
Can you help him to unjumble them?
(CLUE: They are both body parts!)

1

e

A baby sheep
lamb
To question whether something is correct
doubt

Add a determiner to this sentence.
Carys held

marbles in her hand.

c

Add an appropriate determiner, e.g.
eight, some, the,
etc.

Underline the subordinate clause in
this sentence:

f

As it was a ferocious beast, the chimera
was feared by many Greek people.

Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
Rewrite this sentence with a
fronted adverbial and
a
subordinate clause. Don’t
forget the appropriate
punctuation.
Dad prepared some delicious,
home-made pancakes.


a



1

b

c

The counsellor gave the man (advise/
advice) about how to get a new job.

Write a sentence
about the picture
with a determiner.
Underline it.

Look at the choices of words within
the brackets. Circle the correct word
to fit the sentence:

Superman’s wicked arch-enemy was
trying to (device/ devise) a plan to take
over the planet.






Mr Whoops has accidentally d
jumbled up two Y5 spelling
words. All the letters from the two
words are muddled together- can
you help him to unjumble them?
(CLUE: They are both body parts!)

Can you think of a word spelt with
a silent letter to match the definition:

CLMATORSEHSUOHD





Pollution causes damage to this





e

A baby sheep

To question whether something is correct

f
Rewrite this sentence so that the
subordinate clause comes before the
main clause. Don’t forget your use of
punctuation.
The chimera was feared by many Greek
people as it was a ferocious beast.





Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat
a
Rewrite this sentence with a
fronted adverbial and a subordinate
clause. Don’t forget the
appropriate punctuation.
Dad prepared some
delicious, home-made pancakes.
Accept any sentence with a
fronted adverbial phrase,
which shows time, place or
manner, followed by a comma and an
added subordinate clause, e.g. In the
kitchen, Dad prepared some delicious,
home-made pancakes because it was
Pancake Day.
Mr Whoops has accidentally d
jumbled up two Y5 spelling
words. All the letters from the two
words are muddled together- can
you help him to unjumble them?
(CLUE: They are both body parts!)
STOMACH SHOULDER

Look at the choices of words within
the brackets. Circle the correct word
to fit the sentence:

1

b

The counsellor gave the man (advise/
advice) about how to get a new job.
Superman’s wicked arch-enemy was
trying to (device/ devise) a plan to take
over the planet.

Can you think of a word spelt with
a silent letter to match the definition:

e

Write a sentence about the picture
with a determiner.
Underline it.

c

Accept any appropriate
sentence with an appropriate determiner
underlined, e.g. Carys held some marbles
in her hand.

f
Rewrite this sentence so that the
subordinate clause comes before the
main clause. Don’t forget your use of
punctuation.

A baby sheep
lamb

The chimera was feared by many Greek
people as it was a ferocious beast.

To question whether something is correct
doubt

As it was a ferocious beast, the chimera
was feared by many Greek people.

Pollution causes damage to this
environment

